Perfect Gifts - View Our
Full Range In-store

Royal Scot Crystal

–

Woodland Fern
Collection

An enchanting hand cut intricate and
decorative fern design inspired by
vintage and antique glass. Royal Scot
Crystal is known for exquisitely
handmade and skillfully hand cut
crystal and has a reputation for
producing the very finest British hand
cut crystal tableware and giftware.
VIEW OUR FULL RANGE IN-STORE

LOOKING FOR THAT
PERFECT CHRISTMAS GIFT…

Earth Squared
Earth Squared started some 19 years ago after
founder, Alison Henderson, returned from two
years’ volunteering in social projects in
Guatemala. Alison wanted to start a fair trade
business with an emphasis very much on design
and quality.

Wild & Wolf
Fuelled by bright
ideas, innovative
thinking and heaps of
passion, they create
original, design-led
gifts and lifestyle
products with style
and substance.

SEE IN-STORE FOR OUR FULL RANGE OF
EARTH SQUARE BAGS & ACCESSORIES

Ronin Jewellery
Based in the village of Gwaun cae Gurwen, on the
edge of the Brecon Beacons National Park, South
Wales. Ronin Jewellery offer a range decorative
Earrings, Necklaces & Bracelets.

VIEW OUR
FULL RANGE
IN-STORE

VIEW OUR FULL RANGE IN-STORE

PERFECT GIFTS FOR THE LITTLE ONES IN YOUR LIFE
Jellycat
Creating original and innovative soft
toys in London since 1999, Jellycat
continues to combine luxurious fabrics
with designs that are sometimes
quirky, sometimes cute, but always
with a little something different that
makes them stand out from the crowd!
The name Jellycat was dreamt up by a
child who loved jellies and cats and
giggled at the thought of the two
together. The silliness of the name was
a great reflection of the design and so
it stuck!

Playmobil
The unique playing principle stimulates
imagination and creativity and thus
promotes child development: With
PLAYMOBIL®, children can not only slip
into many different roles, but also recreate
and experience the world in miniature.
With multiple talents, these cheery figures
successfully overcome all kinds of
challenges – as knights or pirates in
historical scenarios, as construction
workers, vets and police officers today, or
as secret agents in virtual worlds.
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